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Cara Eco Insert
The Cara Eco Insert Stove is the ideal home heating solution
for those who want the warmth and efficiency of a cast iron
stove with all the visual benefits of an open fire. The Cara Eco
Insert aims to retain the appearance of an open fire while
bringing all the benefits of a stove and is 3 times more efficient
than an open fire. It is the perfect solution for where space is at
a premium.

Raised grate for optimum fuel burn

Fits into a standard fireplace

Large Ashpan

Easily connected to a standard 125mm diameter chimney

High quality, cast iron build

Large viewing glass

Modern, yet classic design

Secondary air provides cleaner combustion
Window wash air to maintain a clean glass

BENEFITS

DIMENSIONS

Tested & approved to European standard - EN 13229
5 year warranty

589mm

Fits into most standard fireplaces
Ecodesign 2022 approved

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
External air supply kit - Directs air from the outside
into the stove to aid efficient combustion.
Cast iron filler piece available in matt black to fit most
curved fireplaces

485mm

COLOUR OPTIONS

ROOM HEAT ONLY
Maximum heat output to room

6.5kW

PERFECT FOR
Heating small to medium sized rooms
Replacing an inefficient open fire but retaining

Enamel
Black

Matt
Black

all the visual benefits
Burning all approved solid fuels

78.1
NET EFFICIENCY
ROOM HEAT MODEL

All images shown are for illustration purposes only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement. Waterford Stanley reserve the right to
change product images and specification without notice. The minimum clearance to combustibles required is 550mm to the top, 350mm to the
sides, 550mm directly to the front and 350mm to any combustible flooring. If the mantelpiece protrudes further than 100mm from the
fireplace, then it will be necessary to have further clearance to the top of the stove. The distance the mantle protrudes past the 100mm
should be added to the clearance. For example, if the mantle protrudes 200mm, the clearance to the mantle should be 650mm.
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FEATURES
Model: Insert Room Heating

